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Abstract—The current availability of large datasets composed
of heterogeneous objects stresses the importance of large-scale
clustering of mixed complex items. Several algorithms have been
developed for mixed datasets composed of numerical and categorical variables, a well-known algorithm being the k-prototypes.
This algorithm is efficient for clustering large datasets given
its linear complexity. However, many fields are handling more
complex data, for example variable-size sets of categorical values
mixed with numerical and categorical values, which cannot be
processed as is by the k-prototypes algorithm. We are proposing a
variation of the k-prototypes clustering algorithm that can handle
these complex entities, by using a bag-of-words representation for
the multivalued categorical variables. We evaluate our approach
on a real-world application to the clustering of administrative
health care databases in Quebec, with results illustrating the good
performances of our method.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Many organizations produce, collect, and store an increasing amount of data. The need to make sense of this information
is obviously essential. The nature of the data mining field
makes this possible for two main reasons. First, the main focus
of data mining is on methods to process observational data,
that is data collected for purposes other than data analysis
(e.g., keeping a history of medical services). This is important
as, in most cases, we cannot limit ourselves to a specific
format of data and it is unrealistic to organize a new data
collection according to the methods at hand. The second reason
is that data mining provides techniques and methods that can
extract information from large data sets, with methods having
a good efficiency (computation and storage) and scaling well
according to the database size.
As mentioned by Yoo et al. [23], classification and association are the most frequently used techniques for health care
data, while clustering is more commonly used in genomic.
However, application of clustering to health care is becoming
increasingly interesting given the availability of electronic
medical records, which is a rich source of information on
health care practises. For example, in Quebec for 2005-2006,
there were nearly 714,000 hospitalizations for acute care and
more than 465,000 one day surgeries. On average, between 80
to 86 million medical services were provided each year to the
population of Quebec [19]. This is clearly an example of big
data [18].
We are proposing here a scalable algorithm for clustering complex entities characterized by numerical, categorical,
and multivalued categorical variables. We want to develop a

method that would allow public health professionals to gain
insight into real-life practises through the large amount of
data available in administrative health care databases. Indeed,
in health care, clinical studies assume ideal conditions that
are not always the real-life conditions health professionals are
finding in their practises. Administrative health care databases
can unveil the constraints of reality, as they are capturing
elements from a great variety of real medical care situations.
These relational databases have many tables and many links
connecting them. Our aim is to use those tables and links
to construct complex entities describing the various medical
services provided. The complex entities are characterized by
numerical, categorical, and multivalued variables, and we
would like to categorize them into homogeneous clusters of
medical services.
Over the last decade, some researchers have proposed
techniques and methodologies to handle such health care
databases. For instance, Garg et al. [8] developed a mixed
distribution survival tree to cluster patients according to the
length of their hospital stay. For this purpose, hierarchical
clustering was accomplished by recursively splitting nodes
using one of three co-variates (age, sex, or diagnosis) as long as
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) improves. Elghazel [7]
presented a graph b-colouring method to cluster hospital stays
which are described by categorical, numerical, and multivalued
categorical variables. The author follows an approach similar to
ours, by considering the complexity of health care entities and
the importance of describing these entities and including all of
the important variables concerned. However, his method is not
scalable as it uses pairwise dissimilarity rather than defining
some description of the clusters of the complex entities used
as instances (e.g., using centers as clusters definition). The
quadratic complexity of this approach makes it difficult to
apply to large databases.
The paper is organized as follows. We first present the
problem definition in Sec. II, followed by an overview of
relevant clustering approaches in Sec. III. We then present
our methodology and the proposed algorithm in Sec. IV. A
case study on the clustering of an administrative health care
database validating our methodology and algorithm follows in
Sec. V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. VI with some
extension proposals of this work.
II.

P ROBLEM D EFINITION

Let us assume that objects from a database are represented
by variables V1 , . . . , Vm . When the domain value of a variable

is over numbers (integer or real), this variable is stated as
numeric, while for finite and unordered domain values, the
variable is stated as categorical. When we concatenate some
categorical variables, we obtain a multivalued categorical
variable. An example of this is the set of diagnostic codes
corresponding to one hospital stay, which can have values
such as {O48001,Z370,O62101}. Possible values for these
multivalued variables correspond to the power set of the single
categorical values composing them.
We can formalize a variable as:
Vl : X
xi

−→ Dl
7−→ Vl (xi ),

where Dl is the domain of a variable, X is a set of objects,
xi is the object i, and Vl (xi ) = xi,l is the value of this object
for variable Vl . So when, Dl is in R or N, this variable is
numeric. If Dl is a finite and unordered set, the variable is
categorical. If Dl = P(S), where S is a finite and unordered
set, and P(S) is the power set of S, then Vl is a multivalued
categorical variable.
Let X = {x1 , . . . , xn } be a set of n objects. We represent
an object xi as a vector (xi,1 , . . . , xi,r , . . . , xi,q , . . . , xi,m ),
where the first r elements are numeric values, the next (q − r)
elements are categorical values, and the remaining ones are
multivalued categorical values.
The method we are proposing aims at clustering objects
composed of a mix of these three types of values, in opposition
to map the original values into some representation fitting
the clustering method (e.g., fixed-size real-valued vectors). By
using the objects as is, we expect to avoid removing any useful
information from the data that may happen during conversions.
We thus want to fit the clustering method to the data, rather
than fitting the data to the method.
III.

R ELATED W ORK

Clustering algorithms can be categorized into two groups:
hierarchical methods and partitioning algorithms. Traditional
hierarchical algorithms are not suitable for large datasets
given the huge computation required (i.e., quadratic processing
complexity), such that partitioning algorithms are now mostly
used for that purpose. The classical k-means algorithm of
MacQueen [16] is one of the most commonly used clustering
algorithms for processing large volumes of numerical data,
thanks to its linear complexity in terms of the dataset size.
Moreover, the method has been extended to many aspects.
For instance, several proposals have been made to extend it
to support other variables types. Huang [10] has proposed an
extension of k-means for categorical data. The mode value of
categorical variables is used as the centers of each cluster while
a matching dissimilarity is employed as a cost function. An
extension of this work has been proposed as the k-prototypes
algorithm, which combines the dissimilarity measure used in
the k-means and the k-modes algorithm [11]. In their paper,
Chan et al. [6] have proposed an improvement to the kprototype algorithm where the dissimilarity measure includes
a weighting of the variables, where the weighting is also
optimized by the method. A further improvement of this
algorithm has been proposed by Bai et al. [3] to address a
weakness in the computation of categorical data weights. Liang

Algorithm 1 Apriori algorithm
input ST : set of all transactions; θ: threshold
output F : set of frequent itemsets in ST
1: F1 ← {Frequent 1-itemsets}
2: k ← 2
3: while Fk−1 6= ∅ do
4:
Sk ← {p ∪ {q} | p ∈ Fk−1 ∧ q ∈ ∪Fk−1 ∧ q 6∈ p}
5:
supp(c) ← 0, ∀c ∈ Sk
6:
for all st ∈ ST do
7:
Dt ← {c | c ∈ Sk ∧ c ⊆ st}
8:
for all c ∈ Dt do
9:
supp(c) ← supp(c) + 1
10:
end for
11:
end for
12:
Fk ← {c | c ∈ Sk ∧ supp(c) ≥ θ}
13:
k ←k+1
14: end while

et al. [14] modified the latest k-prototypes algorithm version
by defining the weights in a given distance for categorical
and numerical data. All these algorithms are not designed to
handle complex data that include variable-length sequences of
discrete values (e.g., set of categories). However, such data are
common in real-life databases in general, and in administrative
health case databases in particular. We are thus proposing
to extend the last evolution of k-prototypes [14] in order to
support multivalued categorical values mixed with numerical
and categorical data.
IV.

P ROPOSED A LGORITHM

As defined in Sec. II, the input for the algorithm is a
set of objects X . The results of the k-prototypes algorithm
is a set of prototypes, c1 , . . . , cK , describing the K clusters.
The proposed modification to the k-prototypes algorithm is
described in the following.
A. Apriori Algorithm
The Apriori algorithm, proposed by Agrawal et al. [1],
aims at mining frequent itemsets from a set of transactions
ST . In order to achieve this, it conducts multiple passes
over the transaction data. In the first pass, the support of
individual items is counted and we determine which itemsets
have a support value above a given threshold. Support is
the number of transactions in which the item holds. In each
subsequent pass, the algorithm starts with the set of itemsets
obtained at the previous iteration and agglomerates more items
to the set. The new larger itemsets, called candidate itemsets
Sk , generated that way have their support evaluated, and
the itemsets among these with a support over the threshold
are kept, and so on. At the end of the pass, we determine
which of the candidate itemsets are actually larger than the
threshold, and they become the set for the next pass. This
process continues until no new large itemsets are kept at a
given iteration. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of the
Apriori method. This algorithm is used in some recent work for
feature selection and reducing the large dimension space [12],
[22]. So, the idea for using this algorithm in our context is to
define a feature projection space formed by the most frequent

itemsets for each multivalued categorical variable. Let Xl be
the l-th multivalued categorical variables, q + 1 ≤ l ≤ m and
xi,l be the value of object i for this variable. Consider that Xl
is ST and calculate the set of most frequent itemsets with the
Apriori method, and define it as the projection space for this
variable.
This corresponds to a Bag-of-Words (BoW) representation
which was first proposed for text document analysis, using
the Apriori method to determine the corpus of words (corresponding here to the frequent itemsets) of the representation.
This model is used in recent works with machine learning
methods in the healthcare field to classify data [4], [20]. Let
T be a set of words, then a representation of the document
consists in a vector of word weights (wi,1 , . . . , wi,L ), where
L is the space projection length (i.e., number of different
words of interest). Weights wi,j are computed through the term
frequency - inverse document frequency (tfidf) formula [21],
that is wi,j = tf(tj , di ) × idf(tj ), where tf(tj , di ) is number
of occurrences tj in document di . We calculate idf(tj ) as:


n
idf(tj ) = log
,
df(tj )
with df(tj ) the number of vectors where tj is a word in T.

mean of all object weights wi,l,v in the cluster k, 1 ≤ v ≤ L,
and L is the projection space size (i.e., number of words used
in the BoW representation of variable l).
C. Center Computation
Let c1 , . . . , cK be K cluster centers. Each center ck is
presented as (ck,1 , . . . , ck,r , . . . , ck,q , . . . , ck,m ), where the first
r elements are numerical values, the next (q − r) elements
are categorical values, and the remaining elements are BoW
representations of multivalued categorical values, using as
words the itemsets selected with the Apriori algorithm.
Computation of the center values of each variable depends
on its type. When this variable is numerical, ck,l is simply
the mean value of the variable for the cluster objects. For
categorical variables, ck,l is the mode of all objects in the
cluster. And for multivalued categorical variables we have
ck,l = (wk,l,1 , . . . , wk,l,L ), where each wk,l,v is the average
weights of the data in cluster k for variable l in dimension v,
with v = 1, . . . , L and L being the projection space size.
Thus, allocation of an object xi to a cluster C is done with
the following equations:


In our case, for each multivalued categorical variable, we
extract the most frequent itemsets with the Apriori method to
determine the BoW representation. A document is an object
value of this variable. The value of each center for this kind
of variable is a vector of itemset weights. We use proj(xi,l ) as
notation which refers to the projection of xi,l (a value of the lth multivalued categorical variable for object i) on the itemset
space for this variable. We are therefore clustering xi,l with
its BoW representation based on a set of words determined by
the Apriori method.
B. Dissimilarity between Objects
With only numerical and categorical variables, we measure
the dissimilarity between object xi and prototype cj as [14]:
Pr
(xi,l − ck,l )2
r
d(xi , ck ) = PK l=1
Pr
q j=1 l=1 (xi,l − cj,l )2
Pq
(1)
q−r
l=r+1 1 − I(xi,l , ck,l )
+
,
PK Pq
q
j=1
l=r+1 1 − I(xi,l , cj,l )
with I(x, y) = 1 if x = y and I(x, y) = 0 otherwise.
For mixed variables with multivalued categorical variables
we propose the following dissimilarity measure:
Pr
2
r
l=1 (xi,l − ck,l )
d(xi , ck ) =
PK Pr
m j=1 l=1 (xi,l − cj,l )2
Pq
q−r
l=r+1 1 − I(xi,l , ck,l )
+
PK Pq
(2)
m
j=1
Pm l=r+1 1 − I(xi,l , cj,l )
m−q
l=q+1 1 − cos(proj(xi,l ), ck,l )
+
,
PK Pm
m
j=1
l=q+1 1 − cos(proj(xi,l ), cj,l )
where proj(xi,l ) = (wi,l,1 , . . . , wi,l,L ) is the projection of xi,l
on the projection space of multivalued variable Xl as described
in Sec. IV-A. For this variable, the center for cluster k is ck,l =
(wk,l,1 , · · · , wk,l,L ), where the value wk,l,v is described as the



cl =


P
xj ∈C

xj,l +xi,l

,

|C|+1

Hl (xi,l ) = Hl (xi,l ) + 1,
cl = max Hl (h),
h



(3)

l = r + 1, . . . , q,
l = r + 1, . . . , q,

(4)
(5)


P



xj ∈C

wl,v =

l = 1, . . . , r,

wj,l,v +wi,l,v

,

|C|+1

C = C + {xi },

l = q + 1, . . . , m
, (6)
v = 1, . . . , L
(7)

where Hl (h) is the count of h values for categorical variable
l in cluster C, and |C| is the number of objects in the cluster.
Moreover, when the update consists in reallocating the
object xi cluster, the previous cluster C of the object and
its center value also need to be updated, using the following
equations:




P

xj ∈C

cl =

xj,l −xi,l

,

|C|−1

l = 1, . . . , r,

Hl (xi,l ) = Hl (xi,l ) − 1,
cl = max Hl (h),

l = r + 1, . . . , q,
l = r + 1, . . . , q,

h



(9)
(10)





wl,v =

(8)

P
xj ∈C

wj,l,v −wi,l,v
|C|−1

C = C\{xi }.

,

l = q + 1, . . . , m
, (11)
v = 1, . . . , L
(12)

D. Proposed k-prototypes
The k-prototypes algorithm, proposed by Liang et al. [14],
aims at clustering mixed datasets with numerical and categorical variables. It consists in the four following steps.
1) Randomly choose K distinct objects from the dataset as
initial cluster centers.

2) Allocate each object to the nearest center according to the
dissimilarity measure given in Eq. 1. Update the cluster
centers after each allocation.
3) Process all objects by evaluating their nearest center. For
each object, if its nearest center belongs to a cluster
different from the one to which the object is allocated,
reallocate it immediately to the nearest center cluster.
Update the centers of the object’s previous and current
cluster accordingly.
4) Repeat step 3 until no object is reallocated or another
stopping criterion is reached.
However, this algorithm cannot handle variables of the multivalued categorical type. Our proposal aims at extending it
using the dissimilarity function given in Eq. 2. The result is
presented as Algorithm 2.
We use our algorithm to cluster the complex objects
described in Sec. II. We run this algorithm for different values
of K and choose the one that maximizes the Calinski-Harabasz
index (CH index) [5]. This index performs well for this purpose
according to Arbelaitz et al. [2]. The CH index is computed
as follows:
K
P

|Ck | d(ck , x)
n − K k=1
CH(C) =
,
K
P
K −1 P
d(xi , ck )

(13)

Algorithm 2 Proposed k-prototypes algorithm
input X = {x1 , . . . , xn }: set of objects to cluster; tmax :
maximum number of iterations.
output bi , i = 1, . . . , n: labels of objects xi ; ck : cluster
centers
1: Compute feature projection space Fl for each multivalued
variables Xl , q + 1 ≤ l ≤ m using Algorithm 1.
2: Select K distinct objects randomly from the dataset X and
use them as the initial cluster centers ck , k = 1, . . . , K.
3: for all xi ∈ X , in random order do
K

4:

bi ← argmin(d(xi , cj )) (using Eq. 2).
j=1

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Update center cbi and cluster Cbi by adding xi (using
Eq. 3-7).
end for
changed ← true; t ← 1
while (changed = true) ∧ (t ≤ tmax ) do
changed ← f alse
for all xi ∈ X , in random order do
K

11:

yi ← argmin(d(xi , cj )) (using Eq. 2).
j=1

12:
13:
14:
15:

k=1 xi ∈Ck

if yi 6= bi then
changed ← true
Update center cbi and cluster Cbi by removing xi
(using Eq. 8-12).
Update center cyi and cluster Cyi by adding xi
(using Eq. 3-7).
bi ← yi
end if
end for
t←t+1
end while

E. Interpreting Multivalued Results

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

After choosing the best allocation, we need to interpret the
results obtained for the multivalued variables. Let Xl be the
l-th multivalued variable and let S1 = p1 , . . . , pNl be the set
of first candidate items in the Apriori algorithm. We define the
support for each item s in each cluster as:
P
ni,l (pj )

disciplines, with a large diversity of patients [17]. Indeed,
health professionals are generally making decisions by taking
into account real-life conditions, which often differ from those
of studies made in controlled environments [13].

where ck is the center of the k-th cluster, x is the center of
the dataset, and |Ck | is the count of objects in cluster Ck .

suppk (pj ) =

xi,l ∈Ck

|Ck |

,

(14)

where ni,l (pj ) = 1 if pj ∈ xi,l and 0 otherwise, q +1 ≤ l ≤ m
and 1 ≤ j ≤ Nl . So the support for one item in a cluster is
the ratio of a number of the multivalued variable values which
contain the item by the number for all objects in this cluster.
We analyze the distribution of items’ supports in clusters for
each multivalued variable to interpret their variability.
V.

C ASE STUDY: HEART FAILURE IN THE ELDERLY IN
Q UEBEC

In this section, we are evaluating the proposed k-prototypes
method on the clustering of medical records of elderly patients
with diagnosed heart failure diseases. This disease, widespread
in Western societies [17], is a significant user of several health
care resources [15], [17]. Despite the great advancements made
in terms of diagnosis and treatment, recent studies emphasize
that the care given for heart failure, and particularly to the
elderly patients, does not always follow the practise guidelines
[9]. This is not surprising given that the management of heart
failure is complex and requires many actors from different

We are studying this disease for patients over 65 years
old who live in the province of Quebec (Canada). For this
purpose, we have been granted access to administrative health
care databases of the RAMQ (Régie de l’assurance-maladie du
Québec), which acts as the health insurer for Quebec residents
covered by the universal public health insurance program
(virtually 100 % of the people living in the province), and from
the MSSS (Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux du
Québec), which contains a table of hospital stays and other
related tables. These databases record all medical acts from
health care professionals that are covered by the RAMQ and
all hospital stays in Quebec. Our intent is to exploit these data
to reconstruct how patient medical services are given to elderly
people suffering from this disease, to cluster this service into
homogeneous groups, and, as a first step, to interpret the results
with specialists in the field.
A. Data Preprocessing
We have preprocessed these databases by gathering the
various medical services according to two categories:
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performances for a relatively medium number of clusters for
hospital stays. For consultation entities, we choose 25 clusters
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In the following sections, we present the results of hospital
stay clustering, consultations clustering, and the analysis for
these results. Given the stochastic nature of the algorithm (i.e.,
random initialization and processing order), we have conducted
eight runs for each database. Results reported correspond to the
best of 8 runs conducted according to the CH index (Eq. 13).

Fig. 1. CH index value according to the number of clusters: (a) hospital
stays database; (b) consultations database.

2) Clustering Results: Table I provides a description of
some cluster center values obtained with our algorithm on the
consultations.

• Consultation: defined as a service provided by physicians
in ambulatory care;
• Hospital stays: defined as a service given in the context of
a hospitalization of at least one night.

Following the clustering, we also computed support values
for diagnosis and for intervention items using Eq. 14. These
support values are helpful for identifying the frequent diagnoses and interventions composing a cluster.

We use the databases described above to integrate information
of patient services. We have two types of databases, the first
one contains information of all hospital stays and the second
one contains physician compensations for medical services
provided and drugs purchased in non-hospital settings. For our
experiments, we selected individuals in these databases with
at least one diagnosis of heart failure (i.e., ICD-10 diagnosis
codes 428.0, 428.1, or 428.9) made between January 1, 2000
and December 31, 2005. We also rejected individuals that
were not 65 years or older at the earliest consultation date
or earliest departure date from hospital stays. By applying
these criteria, we have extracted 684,906 hospital stays which
took place before December 31, 2009. We then associated the
patient information joined to the diagnostics and interventions
information. Each hospital stay of a patient is considered
as a first category of complex objects described by a set
of numerical and categorical variables corresponding to the
patient and care information, and multivalued categorical variables corresponding to the diagnostic and intervention values.
Also, we extracted 2,864,934 consultations, which are medical
services recommended by a referral doctor who oriented a
patient to another doctor, before December 31, 2009. These
services represent a complex object with patient information
joined to medical act information and drug information. The
drug information variable for each consultation is multivalued
and determined by concatenating a drug consumed by patient
between the current consultation date and next consultation
date. This process provided us with two sets for two categories
of complex objects: hospital stays and consultations.

By analyzing consultation clusters, we can expect some
conclusions. First, we can observe large families of consultations for elderly people with heart failure. We can also observe
that there are six related consultations:

B. Results and Analysis
The proposed k-prototypes method presented in Sec. IV is
applied to the two health care services databases. The hospital
stays database contained 684,906 stays and the consultation
database contained 2,864,934 consultations in the form described above.
1) Number of Clusters: We begin by clustering all hospital
stay entities with various numbers of clusters, to identify the
number of clusters that would provide the best results according to the CH index, see Fig. 1(a) for the results obtained. The
same procedure is applied for consultation entities and the CH
index is given in Fig. 1(b). With 35 clusters we obtain excellent

• Consultations for cataracts (cluster 22);
• Consultations concerning disease associated with the skin
(cluster 13);
• Consultations concerning respiratory problems (cluster 17);
• Consultations in imagery (radiology and ultrasonography)
(clusters 1, 4, 7, 8, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20, 25);
• Consultations concerning heart problems such as chronic
ischemic heart disease (clusters 2, 11), heart failure (10,
23), and cardiovascular disease (2);
• Consultations concerning ear, nose, and throat conditions
(cluster 24).
Fig. 2 shows that diagnoses allow the identification of large
families of consultations for elderly people with heart failure.
Diagnoses differentiate one cluster from another. For example,
chronic ischemic heart disease can differentiate clusters 2, 11,
and 23 from the others. We can also see that heart failure
characterizes clusters 9, 10, and 23 compared to others, cardiovascular disease characterizes cluster 2. Cluster 17 includes
a diagnosis of chest pain.
We can also detect a variability in physician specialities.
For their part, patients in groups 2, 10, 11, and 23 consulted
a specialist in cardiology. Also, there are groups that differ
from all others by their specific speciality such as cluster 22
(ophthalmology), as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, Fig. 3(d)
shows drug variability according to cluster. We observe in the
consultations that for patients in clusters 1, 3, 4, 15, 16, 19,
21, and 23, no medication is prescribed. This is explained by
the fact that these consultations either belong to the family
of radiology and ultrasonography (clusters 1, 4, 15, 16, 19) or
the time period between two consecutive consultations is short
(clusters 3, 21, 23).
In agreement with consultation results and by examining
the first and second most frequent diagnoses for hospital stays,
it becomes clear that many of the diagnoses are for heart failure
diseases, which is expected given that this was the preselection
criterion for the individuals database. However, by analyzing
diagnosis support in clusters, we note the presence of large
families of typical hospital stays for elderly populations:

•
•
•
•
•

Cataracts (clusters 20, 29);
Hernia (clusters 17, 30);
Senile dementia (clusters 6, 7, 23);
Illnesses of the musculoskeletal system (clusters 12, 19, 25);
Stays related to heart problems such as: aortic valve disease,
cardiac complications, other complications due to surgery,
atherosclerosis of arteries periph diagnostics (clusters 13,
26); or congestive heart failure or left heart failure (4, 13,
24, 26, 28, 32); or mitral valve disease (4, 13, 26, 32);
• Infections (cluster 27);
• Nervous system (hemiplegia, dysphagia) (cluster 18);
• Kidney problems: hypertensive nephropathy (clusters 3, 8).
Table II provides a description of some cluster center obtained
with our algorithm on the hospital stays databases. Fig. 4
shows the variability of the most frequent diagnoses according
to each cluster. This variability is still limited given that all
patients have a common disease, heart failure. However, some
diagnoses allow the identification of the presence of large
families of hospital stays for elderly people with heart failure
and can characterize one cluster from another. For example,
cataracts can differentiate clusters 20 and 29 from the others.
We can also see that inguinal hernia without obstruction or
gangrene characterizes clusters 17 and 30 (see Fig. 4(b)-4(d)).
Fig. 5 presents the variability of interventions according to
clusters. From this figure, it is clear that there is a stronger
variability of interventions among clusters. The distribution of
diagnoses in clusters seems to correspond with the distribution
of the services and interventions. For example, we note that the
intervention distinguishing clusters 20 and 29 from the other
clusters is the total excision, lens phacoemulsication without
intraocular lens insertion. For clusters 13 and 26, we note
the presence of the extra-corporeal circulation which is linked
to heart complications, etc. We were also able to detect that
patients in clusters 4, 24, 28, and 32 were treated primarily
in the cardiology service while patients in clusters 2, 7, and
30 were hospitalized in general surgery services. Fig. 6 shows
some repartition based on the patient services.
3) Discussion: These results show the potential of this
approach which takes all variables into consideration and tries
to describe a multivalued categorical variable and search for
a dominant intervention and diagnosis in clusters. Moreover,
analyzing care pathways is a recent trend to improve the
quality of care services. However, services in health care data
are large and complex so it is difficult to process them. Indeed,
these data sets contain heterogeneous and complex variables
which must be considered together. In medical care, a set
of variables describes the services. Taking into account each
variable separately to make a judgement, leads to a loss of
the overall view that determines decisions in the medical field.
So, summarizing services in homogeneous clusters allows us
to build patients’ pathways in future steps. As we presented
here, our algorithm succeeded in detecting large families of
health care services, characterizing and analyzing them. This
should facilitate the categorization of services and highlight
pathways of care in real life between these categories.
Like most approaches derived from k-means, this proposed
algorithm is sensitive to outliers. In this paper, we purposely
decided not to filter out the irregular data of the database
beforehand. Indeed, there is a particular interested in our
context to handle these cases, in order to allow discovering and

processing rare and irregular patterns that may occur within the
health care system. But from a clustering perspective, making
such a preprocessing can certainly help to improve the results.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents a new k-prototypes algorithm to handle
large scale complex entities. These objects are described by
numerical, categorical, and multivalued categorical variables.
They are present in a variety of contexts, one of them being
administrative health care databases. These databases can
reveal real life medical practises. We apply our approach and
algorithm on administrative health care databases from the
province of Quebec. The interpretation of the results show
that we can identify large families of health care services. The
modelling and computing approaches proposed in this paper
may be applied to other types of complex entities. An extension
of this work that we will explore next is to construct patient
pathways according to service labels and applying data mining
techniques to analyze these pathways.
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Clust.

#

Patients

C1

408850

Age: 75-79 (39.14 %)
Sex: M (66.5 %)

C10

29006

Age: 85 and over
(44.31 %)
Sex: F (82.98 %)

C13

31004

Age: 75-79 (47.41 %)
Sex: F (82.18 %)

C22

24507

Age: 75-79 (34.64 %)
Sex: F (67.44 %)

C24

52756

Age: 75-79 (41.11 %)
Sex: F (88.24 %)

Practitioners
Speciality of practitioner: Radiology diagnostic (86.82 %)
Speciality of referent practitioner: No speciality (77.37 %)

Speciality of practitioner: Cardiology (71.69 %)
Speciality of referent practitioner: No speciality (80.81 %)
Speciality of practitioner: Dermatology (69.56 %)
Speciality of referent practitioner: No speciality (79.52 %)
Speciality of practitioner: Ophthalmology (99.40 %)
Speciality of referent practitioner: Optometrist in Quebec
(78.99 %)
Speciality of practitioner: Otorhinolaryngology (26.92 %)
Speciality of referent practitioner: No speciality (82.05 %)
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TABLE I.
Clust.

#

C13

5571

Age: 80-84 (50.39 %)
Sex: F (83.23 %)

C19

9317

Age: 85 and over
(66.48 %)
Sex: F (87.96 %)

C29

29952

Age: 80-84 (37.69 %)
Sex: F (93.00 %)

C30

8383

Age: 80-84 (44.55 %)
Sex: M (85.51 %)

TABLE II.

Care
Code of act: Radiology diagnostic (chest, lungs) (25.26 %)
Diagnosis code: Missing diagnosis or unspecified (64.92 %)
Establishment type: Diagnostic radiology laboratories (medicine laboratory
generally managed by a radiologist doctor) (81.61 %)
Most frequent Drug’s AHF class: No drug (94.73 %)
Code of act: Emergency Room (consultation) (45.51 %)
Diagnosis code: Heart failure (19.16 %)
Establishment type: Emergency (75.01 %)
Most frequent Drug’s AHF class: Diuretics (38.94 %)
Code of act: Dermatologist (private cabinet) (54.68 %)
Diagnosis code: Contact dermatitis (17.13 %)
Establishment type: Private cabinet with the municipality number (92.37 %)
Most frequent Drug’s AHF class: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory (37.27 %)
Code of act: Ophthalmology (visit at the request of an optometrist including
report writing) (50.36 %)
Diagnosis code: Cataracts (52.56 %)
Establishment type: Private cabinet with the number of municipality (75.56 %)
Most frequent Drug’s AHF class: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory (39.42 %)
Code of act: Private cabinet (consultation) (75.99 %)
Diagnosis code: Deafness (8.13 %)
Establishment type: Private cabinet with the municipality number (95.17 %)
Most frequent Drug’s AHF class: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory (36.86 %)

Patients

Care
Type of care: Physical and psychiatric acute care
Origin: Home (63.06 %)
Destination: General and specialized hospital care or hospital center of psychiatric care (68.28 %)
Mean hospitalization length: 22 days
Most frequent diagnosis: Coronary atherosclerosis
2nd most frequent diagnosis: Essential hypertension
Most frequent intervention: Extra-corporeal circulation
2nd most frequent intervention: Transfusion, blood cells agglomerated
Type of care: Physical and psychiatric acute care
Origin: Home (91.97 %)
Destination: Funeral home or other hospitalization center for organ harvesting (34.29 %)
Mean hospitalization length: 22 days
Most frequent diagnosis: Essential hypertension
2nd most frequent diagnosis: Coronary atherosclerosis
Most frequent intervention: Open fracture reduction + femoral external device
2nd most frequent intervention: Transfusion, blood cells agglomerated
Type of care: One-day surgery care
Origin: Home (99.08 %)
Destination: Home (98.30 %)
Mean hospitalization length: 1 day
Most frequent diagnosis: Cataracts, unspecified
2nd most frequent diagnosis: Cataracts
Most frequent intervention: Excision total, crystalline phacoemulsification without intraocular
lens insertion
2nd most frequent intervention: Insertion of an intraocular prosthesis + cataracts extraction
Type of care: One-day surgery care
Origin: Home (94.54 %)
Destination: Home (83.48 %)
Mean hospitalization length: 1 day
Most frequent diagnosis: Coronary atherosclerosis
2nd most frequent diagnosis: Inguinal hernia without obstruction or gangrene
Most frequent intervention: Repair, muscles of the chest and abdomen, open approach
2nd most frequent intervention: No intervention

Practitioners

Service: Cardiovascular surgery, thoracic
(73.76 %)
Specialist: Cardiovascular surgery, thoracic
(64.01 %)

Service: Orthopaedics (77.01 %)
Specialist: Orthopaedic surgery (81.69 %)

Service: Ophthalmology (91.54 %)
Specialist: Ophthalmology (91.74 %)

Service: General surgery (73.49 %)
Specialist: General surgery (79.76 %)
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